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Chair Lofgren, Ranking Member Davis, and members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the critical issue of the growing threat of election subversion. The Brennan Center for Justice—a nonpartisan law and policy institute that focuses on democracy and justice—appreciates the opportunity to report on the growing problem of attacks on election officials, directly tied to the flood of disinformation about elections.

At the Brennan Center, I focus on election security, and I frequently engage with state and local election officials to advocate for and assist with the implementation of election security and resiliency measures. I first met some of the local election officials whose experiences I will discuss today in early 2020, when I helped develop and conduct tabletop exercises that served as a way to practice responses to election crises as well as to identify gaps in resiliency. I have co-authored multiple reports on strengthening our election infrastructure, including a report on the state of election vendor oversight and multiple reports on best practices for election resiliency against cyberattacks and technical failures. Most recently, I have coauthored two reports that I will discuss today, which address the ongoing election disinformation campaign that is threatening the security of our elections and the people who administer them.

In June of this year, the Brennan Center for Justice and the Bipartisan Policy Center published a report entitled Election Officials Under Attack: How to Protect Administrators and Safeguard Democracy, which I have included with my written testimony (Attachment). The report was the culmination of interviews we held, and conversations that we hosted, along with the Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation at Harvard’s Kennedy School, including nearly three dozen election officials and over thirty experts, in subjects ranging from election administration, technology, and cybersecurity, to international elections, disinformation, and behavioral science.

What we learned from these interviews and discussions was heartbreaking and should serve as a call to action. While elections in the United States are conducted at the local level, the officials who run them are the guardians of federal elections. They worked strenuously through a deadly pandemic to ensure that we could vote safely in a free and fair election in 2020, and they have been repaid with three particularly worrisome attacks that I will discuss in my testimony: violent threats and intimidation, political interference, and disinformation campaigns that paint them as cheaters instead of the heroes that they are. Congress and the federal government have an important role to play in protecting these officials, and democracy.

---

1 The Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law is a nonpartisan public policy and law institute that works to reform, revitalize, and defend our country’s system of democracy and justice. I am a senior counsel in the Brennan Center’s Democracy Program. My testimony does not purport to convey the views, if any, of the New York University School of Law.
I hope to make three points in my testimony today:

1. **Violent Threats against Election Officials and Associated Election Disinformation** are ongoing problems that threaten the security of our elections. In order for local election officials to have capacity to meet these challenges, Congress should provide support for the protection of election officials’ and election workers’ personal identifying information (PII), security at home, and training on personal safety.

2. The **Election Administration Commission (EAC) and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)** have worked to help with combating election disinformation and mal-information, or doxing, through training resources and distributing grants that can be used for auditable paper ballot systems. This work should continue with support from Congress. Funding for the House Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Act of 2022 provides $500 million dollars for election security—a good start.

3. Congress should protect election officials from partisan interference, through legislation such as the For the People Act, setting a national baseline for voter access and vote counting procedures. Additional measures could be incorporated into such legislation directly protecting election officials from partisan removals.

I. **Violent Threats and Personal Safety**

The Brennan Center for Justice commissioned a national survey of election officials this spring, which found that roughly one in three election officials feel unsafe because of their job, and approximately one in six listed threats to their lives as a job-related concern. In order for democracy to function, we cannot accept this situation. The people who risked their lives during a pandemic to ensure that all eligible voters could vote, that they could vote safely, and that their votes would be counted accurately, cannot be subject to attacks and intimidation. Not only do they deserve better, our democracy cannot survive when dedicated, honest people who provided the most secure election in American history, with the highest turnout since 1900 are subjected to death threats, simply for doing their jobs well.

---

3 Thirty-two percent of election officials surveyed said that they felt unsafe because of their job. Seventeen percent of local election officials surveyed said that they had been threatened because of their job. Benenson Strategy Group, “The Brennan Center for Justice: Local Election Officials Survey,” April 7, 2021, https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/local-election-officials-survey.

We cannot expect first-rate, honest, and trustworthy professionals to keep signing up for this kind of treatment year after year. With 35 percent of election officials eligible to retire in 2020, we should all be concerned about who would want to take their place in these circumstances. Threats against election officials for doing their job are threats against democracy itself.

In the course of our interviews and conversations, we found that local election officials feel unsafe because they were, and in many cases still are, being harassed and threatened in the wake of the 2020 election. They recognize that the quantity and severity of these attacks has dramatically increased as compared to past election cycles.

Several of the election workers we interviewed reported that their family members, including elderly parents and children, were harassed using crude language or threatened with violence last year. The voicemail of one elderly parent of an election official was filled to capacity with harassing and frightening messages. One election official acknowledged feeling partially relieved by mandatory closure rules during the height of the coronavirus pandemic; her staff was better protected from violence in a closed office with in-person visits by appointment only than they otherwise would have been with doors open to the public. Multiple election officials told us that the persistent harassment forced them and their families to flee their homes and seek mental health treatment for their children. And when they reached out to law enforcement for help, the response was often insufficient to ensure the official, their staff, or other election workers felt safe.

For instance, one official was advised by the police to outfit her home with additional security features, such as a doorbell camera. But she did not have any money in her budget to pay for these services. Some described how they received advice about how to minimize the amount of one’s personal information online, such as a home address or cell phone number, but they had no time or staff to place multiple phone calls and requests to the data brokers who put this information online. Nor did they have the resources to look into whether they were entitled to obscuring their information in public databases, through programs such as California’s Safe at

---


7 Election official interview by Brennan Center for Justice, April 15, 2021.

8 Local election official interview by Brennan Center for Justice, February 11, 2021.

9 See also, Sue Halpern, “Threats Against Election Officials are a Threat to Democracy,” June 29, 2021, https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/threats-against-election-officials-are-a-threat-to-democracy. (“[Tina Barton, former clerk of Rochester Hills, Michigan] has been hearing from other election administrators who say that they are exhausted and traumatized. A number are in therapy. Some have had to put their children in therapy.”).

Home law. This law provides victims of domestic violence, stalking, sexual assault, trafficking, reproductive health workers, and now—via an executive order—public health officials, with address confidentiality services. Many election officials said that such laws should be applicable to them and their staff.

II.  **PARTISAN AND POLITICAL INTERFERENCE**

In addition to the appalling harassment and threats so many election officials described, many experienced a more subtle, yet in some ways more direct, form of attempted interference by partisan and political leaders and their operatives. This interference was sometimes from members of an election official’s own party. Former President Trump famously placed a phone call to Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger, in which he reminded Raffensperger of their shared Republican affiliation, and then stated that he just wanted to “find 11,780 votes.” But in our research, we have found that less sensational forms of this disturbing partisan and political interference abound, and worse, are growing.

Many state and local party leaders have censured officials who told the truth and refused to undermine the legitimacy of the 2020 election. After local boards oversaw and certified the results of the most secure election in history, states introduced bills that give political leaders more power over ministerial acts like election certification. One that passed in Georgia lets the majority party take over individual, often bipartisan, local election boards and replaces the Secretary of State as the chair of the State Election Board with a legislative appointee.

Other states have introduced bills that would criminalize acts like sending mail ballot applications to voters. The county board of commissioners of one Ohio county refused to pay for the Dominion voting system chosen by a bipartisan local board of elections as required by state law, in the wake of a debunked conspiracy theory about the vendor that was leveraged to

---

16 S.B. 413, 89th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Iowa 2021) (enacted) (imposing criminal penalties on election officials for proactively sending mail ballot applications to voters). Other bills imposing criminal and civil penalties on election officials that have been introduced include S.B. 7, 87th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2021) (making it a felony to give a ballot application to a voter who did not ask for one); and H.B. 2792, 55th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2021) (making it a crime punishable by up to two and a half years in prison to send ballots to all registered voters).
undermine the legitimacy of the 2020 election. The state supreme court recently compelled the county to appropriate funds for the new machines.

III. ELECTION DISINFORMATION

A. The Harms of Election Disinformation to Election Officials and Workers

As the election officials we spoke with over this spring and summer described the attacks and pressures that they, their staff, and their families are subjected to, virtually every one indicated that this unacceptable behavior is often driven by mis- and disinformation about the election. Lies about the 2020 election, in particular the lie that it was stolen, serve to instigate, excuse, and sustain behavior against election officials that the vast majority of Americans find appalling—abusive, racist, and misogynist language directed at election officials and sometimes even their young children, “recording the license plates” of election workers in order to track them, endless partisan reviews of elections by incompetent individuals and firms that actually undermine election security, threatening election officials with endless investigations because they gave hazard pay to pollworkers (but forgot to get sign off from higher-ups), or pressuring election officials to throw out votes from cities with large populations of non-white voters.

Election officials told us that disinformation is directly tied to these actions, as the falsehoods, in particular the lie that widespread fraud changed the outcome of the 2020 election, serve to validate all sorts of attacks and interference. A common theme from our interviews with election officials was the incredibly time-consuming, costly, and deeply demoralizing nature of responding to disinformation.

Phone calls from members of the public who were misinformed about election procedures and security measures that would catch widespread fraud would often take 15-20 minutes to conclude, and the caller would often remain unconvinced even after this honest and patient effort. One local election official operated a call center to handle inquiries from the public, and that one call center received thousands of calls related to incorrect information about

23 Gardner and Firozi, “Here’s the Full Transcript and Audio of the Call Between Trump and Raffensperger.”
elections in just one 40-day period. And these phone calls took a personal toll on election workers. The disinformation that has been circulating since the 2020 election often includes claims that election officials and workers have themselves committed fraud or otherwise acted improperly, a rumor that is particularly stinging when the truth is that election officials and workers irrespective of their personal party affiliations worked grueling hours for months on end in order to provide a free, fair, and secure election.

And of course, disinformation about the election spreads on social media and other online platforms, and it is amplified by some with a wide audience—including television personalities and elected officials. One official compared the attempt to combat online disinformation through truthful, accurate information with screaming into a hurricane. Combating disinformation requires amplifying accurate, trustworthy voices. But without help, election officials cannot compete with internet and television celebrities or prominent elected officials who can instantly feed disinformation to a large audience. In fact, a number of election officials told us that when they tried to purchase ads through internet companies to educate their voters with the facts, they were blocked by political ad bans that the companies instituted in the months before and after the election.

B. Partisan Reviews Feed Dis- and Malinformation Campaigns

Ongoing partisan reviews being conducted or sought in locations like Maricopa County, Arizona are an example of how falsehoods about elections are amplified by prominent voices, and it is happening in real time. The Arizona Senate has commissioned a so-called audit of the 2020 election in Maricopa County and taken possession of the county’s election materials, including approximately 2.1 million ballots. The Senate selected for its fishing expedition the now notorious “Cyber Ninjas,” a firm that had no experience auditing elections and whose CEO has spread election fraud conspiracies. The review is sorely lacking in transparency, competence and objectivity—basic requirements for any trustworthy audit—and the security of ballots and voting systems have been compromised. The review lacks the sort of pre-written procedures designed to achieve accuracy that are important in an election audit, and that are called for in the For the People Act’s provisions requiring risk-limiting audits. While the Maricopa County review is inspired by the lie that the 2020 election was stolen, these kinds of

26 Brennan Center for Justice and Bipartisan Policy Center, Election Officials Under Attack, 11.
reviews can themselves become a source of further misinformation and threats against election officials. When Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs spoke out against the audit and in defense of our democracy, credible threats against her increased, resulting in Republican Governor Doug Ducey providing her with a personal security detail staffed by state law enforcement.31

As the firms and individuals involved in these partisan reviews release claims of discrepancies or anomalies that are anything but, the claims then take on a life of their own within disinformation campaigns seeking to undermine the election. For instance, the CEO of Cyber Ninjas recently used a report produced over one week before the election for party get out the vote operations and compared it to early vote returns, which in Arizona includes both mailed and early in-person votes.32 He used this apples to oranges comparison to falsely claim that more than 74,000 mail ballots were received in Maricopa County that were never sent out to voters, and that claim was promptly amplified by former President Trump.33 Maricopa County officials have been forced to run multiple public campaigns to identify false statements made by the Senate’s agents and to provide factual election administration information.34

C. Partisan Reviews are Spreading

These partisan reviews that continue to fuel the “Stop the Steal” movement are spreading.35 As the Brennan Center describes in our July 8th report coauthored with the R Street Institute and Protect Democracy, Partisan Election Review Efforts in Five States, partisan, political actors in other states have proposed conducting their own partisan reviews, and many are treating the Arizona Senate’s venture as a model.36

34 Maricopa County Elections Department, “Just the Facts,” last accessed July 25, 2021, https://recorder.maricopa.gov/justthefacts/; Maricopa County (@maricopacounty), “CLAIM: 74,000 more mail-in ballots were counted in Nov. 2020 than were sent. FACTS: @maricopavote calculated the true number of requests and returns: REQUESTS = 2,364,426 RETURNS = 1,918,024,” Twitter, July 16, 2021, 4:56 p.m., https://twitter.com/maricopacounty/status/1416139690210594819; Maricopa County launched a “#RealAuditorsDont” campaign to debunk falsehoods related to election processes. Maricopa County (@maricopacounty), “#RealAuditorsDont make claims without facts. This claim by the Senate's uncertified contractors is entirely false,” Twitter, July 18, 2021, 1:05 p.m., https://twitter.com/maricopacounty/status/1416806237526712323/photo/1.
36 Bydlak et al., Partisan Election Review Efforts in Five States, 11.
A Pennsylvania legislator has requested access to ballots, ballot paper, voting systems, and more from three counties in that state, including Philadelphia. The speaker of the Wisconsin Assembly is contracting with retired police officers and a former state supreme court justice to conduct a review. These individuals lack the appearance of objectivity needed for any audit to have legitimacy with the public: One of the former officers drafted a since-debunked report claiming fraud in the 2004 presidential election, and the former justice has spoken at rallies and party conventions promoting the idea that the 2020 Presidential election was stolen.

The spreading partisan reviews and the disinformation campaigns they fuel continue to harm election officials. They continue to be threatened, must handle ongoing inquiries from misinformed members of the public, and must employ attorneys to fight lawsuits that would undermine the security of ballots or voting equipment and cost taxpayers money.

IV. SOLUTIONS

The Department of Justice recently announced a task force to address the rise in threats and intimidation of election officials and election workers. Prioritizing the investigation and prosecution of illegal acts against election officials and election workers is important as a deterrent. But it is crucial that legislators lift up the issue as well. Legislators could consider funding for safety training, including prevention and de-escalation training for election workers. Funds could also be provided for education and training for officials on how to protect one’s personal information, as well as for the physical security of election offices.

The underlying problem of disinformation is a task for the whole of society, and the private sector will likely need to play a large role. For instance, with the creation of a trusted directory of the more than 8,000 election officials in the United States, including their official social media handles and websites, social media companies could choose to promote truthful information from these officials over attention-grabbing conspiracy theories that do tremendous damage. Political leaders, including members of Congress, can also do their part by recognizing the contributions of local election officials. And there are steps that the federal government can take to minimize, in advance, the public confusion around elections that serves as a breeding ground for mis- and disinformation, and consequently, the attacks on election officials that this disinformation feeds and legitimizes.

39 See Respondent Fulton County Board of Registration and Elections’ Emergency Motion for Protective Order and Expedited Ruling, Garland Favorito et al. v. Fulton County et al., Ga. Super. Ct., Fulton Cnty. (2020) (The attorney representing the Board of Registration and Elections is at a private firm.).
41 Brennan Center for Justice and Bipartisan Policy Center, Election Officials Under Attack, 4 and 6.
The EAC and CISA have provided crucial assistance. For instance, shortly before the November 2020 election, the EAC held a public roundtable discussion on election night reporting and press coverage of unofficial results addressing management of expectations, counting ballots received after the election, and audits. More recently, the EAC published a set of best practices for chain of custody of election materials, which like almost all election security measures serves the dual purpose of increasing trust and combating disinformation about elections. During the 2020 election cycle, CISA provided a rumor control page that “pre-bunked” disinformation about elections. More recently, CISA produced recommendations for reducing the likelihood of doxing—the sharing of someone’s personal information such as an address or cellphone online. They also recommended steps to mitigate the harm when doxing has occurred, such as where to report the incident and how to remove information from a website where it has appeared. And of course, both agencies have promoted the use of auditable, voter-verifiable paper ballots that help election officials demonstrate the trustworthiness of elections.

This work should continue and expand, with funding from Congress.

Legislation must also be part of the solution. Baseline standards such as those found in the For the People Act for counting provisional ballots, signature verification, notice and cure procedures for absentee ballots, and mandating legitimate audits of paper ballots would reduce the opportunity to spread disinformation about these procedures. These standards would also make it harder for partisans to use public confusion around these procedures as an excuse to threaten election officials with state takeovers, endless partisan reviews, and threats of prosecution. Additional legislation could institute proactive protections for local election boards and local election administrators so that they are not taken over by partisan actors who simply don’t like the outcome of an election, or come under pressure because they have carried out their legal duties to help eligible voters exercise their rights.

V. **CONCLUSION**

Democracy cannot survive if overworked, underpaid election officials are subject to violent threats and partisan attacks, all while trying to hold back a deluge of disinformation about

---

47 S. 2093 §§ 1601, 1621, 3011.
elections. Every official we spoke with loves the work of making sure America is a free and fair
democracy. And yet, many confided that they do not know how much longer they can go on, in
the face of multifaceted attacks on them simply for doing their jobs.

These local officials are the primary guardians of free and fair federal elections, but
Congress can play an important role in protecting them. Funding can be provided to help keep
election officials and workers safe. Resources can also be provided to combat disinformation,
through funding for auditable paper ballot systems and supporting the work of agencies like the
EAC and CISA. Finally, Congress can protect the local guardians of democracy from partisan
attacks, through legislation such as the For the People Act that sets a national baseline for voter
access and vote counting procedures, and that can incorporate direct protections from partisan
removals. These are the first steps that we must take in order to protect our election officials, and
to protect our democracy.
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A decade-long Republican, he prided himself on bringing transparency to Philadelphia’s election processes.1

Threats against Schmidt and his board of elections colleagues began before Election Day, November 3, 2020. About a week prior, someone left an ominous phone message stating that the board members were “the reason why we have the Second Amendment.”2 Shortly after that, police arrested two men in Philadelphia “after receiving an FBI tip that they were making threats against the Pennsylvania Convention Center,” where ballots were being counted. The men were armed with “two loaded semi-automatic Beretta pistols, one semi-automatic AR-15-style rifle, and ammunition” at the time of the arrest.3

In the days after Pennsylvania was called for Joe Biden, Schmidt appeared in the media to defend the integrity of the election. President Donald Trump and his campaign called out Schmidt and members of his staff. Stalkers tracked down the cell phone numbers of Schmidt and a staff member, who is Jewish, which “ignited . . . [a] wave of menacing and often anti-Semitic attacks.”4

Schmidt and his family received death threats. One text message, which mentioned his wife and children, read, “You lied. You a traitor. Perhaps 75 cuts and 20 bullets will soon arrive.”5 His wife received the following threats via email the next morning: “ALBERT RINO SCHMIDT WILL BE FATALLY SHOT,” and “HEADS ON SPIKES. TREASONOUS SCHMIDTS.”6 A 24-hour security detail remained at Schmidt’s and his parents’ houses well into 2021.7 For their safety, his wife and children left their home after the election.8

Al Schmidt’s is not an exceptional case. Around the country, election officials have been under attack in the last year. Long used to staying in the background, they have now found themselves cast as villains, scapegoated for election outcomes that some politicians and voters did not like.

The most troubling and impactful villainization of election officials in the last year has come from some of America’s political leaders. Many have pointed to President Trump’s attempt to delegitimize the 2020 election results as “rigged” — and the “Stop the Steal” movement he inspired — as the reason for targeting election officials. But the problem goes far deeper than one man.

In several states, party leaders have censured and replaced officials who insisted on telling the truth about the security and accuracy of the election.9 Legislators have introduced bills that would impose criminal penalties on election officials and workers for taking steps like proactively sending mail ballot applications to voters or, under certain circumstances, purchasing advertisements about upcoming elections on social media platforms like Twitter or Facebook.10 Finally, and most troublingly for the future of our democracy, state legislatures across the nation have taken steps to strip election officials of the power to run, count, and certify elections, consolidating power in their own hands over processes intended to be free of partisan or political interference.11

All of this represents a mortal danger to American democracy, which cannot survive without public servants who can freely and fairly run our elections. We must ensure that they feel not only safe but also supported and appreciated for their vital efforts.

What Can Be Done?

Over the past few months, the Brennan Center for Justice, the Bipartisan Policy Center, and Harvard Kennedy School’s Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation explored this question, interviewing and hosting conversations with nearly three dozen election officials and over 30 experts in democracy, election administration and technology, cybersecurity, disinformation, international elections, behavioral science, and criminal procedure. We identified four overlapping areas of concern that threaten the integrity of election administration in the United States. Each one represents a separate section of this report: violent threats against election workers reached an alarming level in 2020 and continue in 2021.

A survey of election officials commissioned by the Brennan Center and conducted by Benenson Strategy Group
this spring found that one in three election officials feel unsafe because of their job, and nearly one in five listed threats to their lives as a job-related concern. Key Solutions:

- The Department of Justice (DOJ) should create an election threats task force to work with federal, state, and local partners to prioritize identifying, investigating, and prosecuting threats against election officials and workers.
- States should pass new laws and appropriate funds to provide greater personal security for election officials and workers. Such measures should include providing greater protection of personally identifiable information, grants to purchase home intrusion detection systems, and funds for training and education related to maintaining greater personal security.
- States should prioritize implementing processes to coordinate swift investigation and, where appropriate, prosecution of those responsible for threats to election workers.

Finding 2: Disinformation has made election officials’ jobs more difficult and more dangerous.

In 2020, political actors ramped up the lies about election processes to try to influence election outcomes, often on social media. This disinformation has indelibly changed the lives and careers of election officials. Indeed, 78 percent of election officials surveyed by the Brennan Center said that social media, where mis- and disinformation about elections both took root and spread, has made their job more difficult; 54 percent said they believe that it has made their jobs more dangerous. Internet and media companies have a great deal of work to do to stem the amplification of disinformation. Here, we list a few key steps that they, along with the federal and state governments, can take to empower election officials in this struggle.

Key Solutions:

- The Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), working in conjunction with others — including the U.S. Vote Foundation, the Election Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center (EI-ISAC), the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), and state and national election official associations — should facilitate the creation of a directory of the more than 8,000 election officials who are authoritative sources on the elections they administer. Internet companies should work with officials in those organizations to correct falsehoods and better ensure accurate content.
- States should clarify rules that govern party-appointed monitors and require training and accountability. In 2020, some party-appointed monitors who served as observers before, during, and after Election Day became sources of disinformation, at times unwittingly.
- Internet companies — namely, social media platforms and search engines — should develop and consistently apply transparent rules that respond to the problem of repeat mis- and disinformation spreaders, including prominent users. In severe cases, platforms should automatically delay the publication of posts, providing time to review them before countless users have a chance to see them.

Finding 3: Election officials increasingly face pressure to prioritize partisan interests over a fair, democratic process.

The notorious recorded phone call during which President Trump pressured Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger to “find 11,780 votes because we won the state” is only the most well-known and most flagrant effort to pressure an election official in 2020 to prioritize partisan interests over a fair democratic process. In our discussions with election officials, many shared their own stories of partisan actors attempting to interfere with the conduct of the election or pressure them to favor candidates of a particular party.

Key Solutions:

- States should explore structural changes to election administration to insulate election officials from political interference, including changes that establish a protected scope of authority for election officials over-counting and certifying elections and guarantee a minimum level of funding. Citizen-sponsored ballot initiatives may be required to make these changes.
- Election officials should develop a robust code of ethics to help guide discretionary decision-making and avoid potential conflicts of interest.
- States should ensure that election officials have adequate legal representation to defend against politically motivated lawsuits and investigations, and election official associations should cultivate and organize pro bono legal assistance to the extent that states fail to do so.
Finding 4: Despite their foundational importance to our democratic system, local election officials carry an unsustainable workload compared to other professional staff.

Large numbers of election officials have resigned in the past year, raising alarm bells. But the wave of departures could soon turn into a tsunami. As of 2020 almost 35 percent of local election officials were eligible to retire by the 2024 election, and it is not clear who will replace them, nor whether those willing to take the job in the future will share the commitment to free and fair elections that was so critical in 2020. While election officials cited many reasons for leaving the field, the unsustainable workload came up repeatedly in our interviews.

Key Solutions:

- State and local election officials should adopt creative staffing solutions, including establishing relationships with colleges and universities, to ease work burdens and create a talent pool for future recruitment.

- State legislators should consolidate elections so that they occur concurrently rather than repeatedly throughout the year.

- Local election officials should use existing professional networks (such as state and national election official associations) to improve working conditions and to better empower election officials to impact election policy. They should also hire staff to coordinate with these networks and focus on education, lobbying, and communications.
Last November, after a postelection audit confirmed the accuracy of results showing that Joe Biden had won Georgia, anonymous trolls targeted election workers throughout the state, including a woman in Fulton County, whom they called a “bitch” and “crook” on Twitter. They sent her hateful messages by text and even threatened her 14-year-old son, hurling racial slurs at him over the phone.

The same month in Michigan, dozens of armed individuals stood outside Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson’s home “shouting obscenities and chanting into bullhorns” as she was decorating the house for Christmas with her 4-year-old child. In Washington, someone posted the state elections director’s home address, contact information, and photograph, superimposed with crosshairs, on a website describing “enemies of the people,” along with the message “Your days are numbered” and a timer clock. The website, which similarly listed dozens of other election officials, has been tied to Iranian state actors by American intelligence authorities.

As states around the country pass laws that will limit access to voting in the name of baseless “election integrity concerns,” they have almost entirely ignored one of the most pernicious threats to our democracy in decades: the harassment and intimidation of election workers. The threats got so bad in the weeks before and after Election Day 2020 that several officials had to temporarily abandon their homes, fearing for their safety. Many spent their own money on home security systems. Others required round-the-clock police surveillance.

In conversations with us, several election workers reported that their family members, including elderly parents and children, were threatened with violence last year. Some election workers have since hired counselors for their traumatized children, while at least one election official reported purchasing “bug-out” bags for his daughters so that they could make a hasty escape if their home was attacked. For women and election workers of color, the threats were particularly graphic and often laced with racist and gendered insults. Of the dozens of election officials we interviewed for this report, many stated that the harassment and threats continue to this day.

As mentioned above, a recent survey of election officials commissioned by the Brennan Center for Justice found that one in three election officials feel unsafe because of their job, and nearly one in five listed their lives being threatened as a job-related concern. More than half said that social media has made their jobs more dangerous.

No one should be under the illusion that this is a problem that will fade as 2020 recedes into the rearview mirror. Indeed, election officials continue to come under fire in 2021. In May of this year, Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs tweeted, “Earlier today a man called my office saying I deserve to die and wanting to know ‘what she is wearing so she’ll be easy to get.’ It was one of at least three such threats today. Then a man who I’ve never seen before chased me and my staffer outside of our office.” The governor subsequently assigned state troopers to provide Hobbs with 24/7 protection.

Before threats of violence turn into actual violence, it is imperative to take additional steps to protect election officials and workers from harm.

Solutions

There are few more obvious roles for a democratic government than to ensure that the people entrusted with running its elections are safe from interference and the threat of violence. At the very least, that should mean prioritizing the prosecution of those who threaten election workers, in large part as a future deterrent to such behavior. It should also entail providing election workers with the resources needed to protect themselves, their families, and their personal property, and providing election officials with the assistance they need to protect their offices and staff.

Below, we detail key steps that federal and state governments should take to achieve these ends, along with measures that election officials can take to keep themselves, their staffs, and their voters secure.

What Government Should Do

Establish a Department of Justice Task Force to Confront the Problem of Election Officials Being Threatened with Violence

Several election officials we spoke with expressed frustration that there appear to have been exceptionally few prosecutions of the individuals who have menaced (and continue to menace) them and their families. Many of the threats that election officials and workers have received violate federal and state laws.

More than one election official expressed the worry that the lack of prosecution will normalize aggression against election officials, leading to similar or worse spikes in this behavior with each new election. The consequences for American democracy could be dire: faced with such a dangerous climate, even more workers committed to protecting the integrity of our elections could leave the field.
Accordingly, we recommend a nationally coordinated response to this threat. Specifically, an election threats task force led by the DOJ Civil Rights Division should examine the scope of the problem and provide expertise and resources to combat violent threats against the people responsible for ensuring the integrity of American elections and their families. The task force should include the FBI, CISA, the U.S. Marshals Service; state and local prosecutors and election officials; the EAC; and election official associations. It should also serve to facilitate criminal referrals as needed.

The DOJ-sponsored Enhanced Collaborative Model to Combat Human Trafficking could serve as a useful template for this task force. That program was created “to develop and strengthen programs for victims of human trafficking, including enhancing the capacity of law enforcement and other stakeholders to identify victims and provide justice for those victims through the investigation and prosecution of their traffickers.”26 Similarly, an election threats task force could work with federal, state, and local partners to enhance capacity and prioritize identifying, investigating, and prosecuting threats against election officials and workers.

The DOJ could also designate a staff member or team to review threats that election officials and workers report to federal, state, or local law enforcement, and to provide guidance to state and local law enforcement agencies for reporting and addressing incidents and keeping election workers, offices, and polling places safe.27

Pass New State Laws to Provide Greater Personal Security for Election Officials and Workers
Nearly 80 percent of election officials surveyed by the Brennan Center in the aftermath of the 2020 election stated that government should provide security protection to election officials when needed. The Daniel Anderl Judicial Security and Privacy Act of 2020, introduced by Sen. Cory Booker and Sen. Bob Menendez and Rep. Mikie Sherrill of New Jersey, could be a template for how to do this. The bill was introduced shortly after a July 2020 attack on U.S. District Court Judge Esther Salas’s home that killed her 20-year-old son. It proposes three types of measures to provide greater personal security to federal judges that could be relevant for a bill seeking to provide extra security protection for election officials: greater protection of personally identifiable information; grants to purchase home intrusion detection systems; and training and education on how to maintain greater personal security.

Provide Greater Protection of Personally Identifiable Information
A number of election officials we interviewed had their home addresses and phone numbers shared on the internet.28 Some reported damage to personal property like their cars.29 Others had threats directed at family members, including children.30 One election worker who received death threats complained that it took her and her coworkers many phone calls and several days to get data brokers to remove personally identifying information like phone numbers and home addresses from the internet.21 Many agreed that they would like the option of protecting their private information ahead of future elections to make it more difficult for bad actors to harass or harm them, their families, or their property.

As with the Daniel Anderl Judicial Security and Privacy Act of 2020, state legislation could protect the personal information of election workers or election officials who ask for such protection by:

- allowing election workers to request the removal of their personally identifiable information from government databases within 72 hours;
- creating a grant program to help cover the costs to relevant agencies to remove such information from registries or databases they operate; and
- authorizing funding to create programs that would assist election workers in removing personally identifiable information listed, bought, or sold on the internet. These initiatives could include hiring third-party data brokers to scrub such records from the internet and working with CISA or state agencies to train election officials on preventing and responding to doxing.32

Programs that protect domestic violence and stalking victims could also serve as a model for protecting the personal information of election officials and workers who have been threatened. For instance, California’s Safe at Home program is a confidential program administered by the secretary of state’s office that, among other things, “offers a substitute mailing address to receive first class, certified, and registered mail.” The state’s governor recently expanded the program to cover local and public health officials who have been threatened or harassed in connection with their work.33

Issue Grants for Home Security Systems
We spoke with more than one election official who stated that they or their colleagues have had police stationed outside their homes after receiving death threats. Others paid for home alarm systems out of pocket or said they would have purchased such systems had they the funds to do so. The Daniel Anderl Judicial Security and Privacy Act of 2020 proposed creating a fund that judges could access to purchase home intrusion detection systems; election officials we spoke with uniformly supported a similar fund for election officials and election workers who faced credible threats of violence.
Appropriate Funds for Training and Education on How Election Workers Can Protect Themselves
Election workers who were subject to online threats and harassment or physical damage to personal property frequently mentioned how unprepared they were for such attacks. They also described how steep the learning curve was to protect their personal information and take other steps to ensure that they and their families were more physically secure. Election officials we spoke with agreed that more training in (at least) the following areas would be helpful:

- best practices for using social media and maintaining online privacy;
- increasing security at home; and
- understanding programs and options to remove personally identifiable information from the internet.

After listening to the stories of several election officials who received persistent death threats, Eva Galperin, the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s director of cybersecurity, made two additional suggestions for how election officials might protect themselves:

- putting someone else in charge of monitoring election officials’ social media accounts and answering their phones; and
- working with healthcare professionals to assist election workers and family members in developing coping mechanisms for dealing with such attacks.

We would add these as expenses that government grants should cover on behalf of election workers.

Prioritize and Put in Place Processes at the State Level to Ensure Swift Investigation and, Where Appropriate, to Prosecute Those Responsible for Threats
Election officials across the country reported widely divergent responses from law enforcement to threats they received depending on where in the country they reside. In some cases, perceptions about the speed and seriousness of law enforcement response even varied from jurisdiction to jurisdiction within the same state.

Regardless of whether the DOJ creates an election threats task force, states should examine and, where appropriate, create or revamp processes for responding to threats against election workers, their offices, and polling places. This effort should include participation from state attorneys general, state police, county prosecutors, and local law enforcement, as well as preexisting regional area task forces, with a united goal of mitigating and quickly responding to election threats and establishing clear standards for how and when to investigate and prosecute such threats. It is critical that leadership from the top, including governors, clearly prioritize such threats for investigation and prosecution.

Make Additional State-Level Investments to Secure Election Offices
In addition to being threatened in their personal space, election officials and workers have also been threatened in their offices and at polling places. Election officials we spoke with reported more aggressive poll monitors and the appearance of protestors with guns in 2020. In Arizona, former Maricopa County Recorder Adrian Fontes described a mob of people carrying assault rifles and screaming outside the warehouse where staff was tabulating ballots. In Nevada, Clark County Registrar of Voters Joe Gloria recounted that 25–50 protesters appeared outside his office every day, some openly carrying weapons, leading him to provide meals for his staff so that they did not have to leave the building. When they did leave, protesters harassed them in the parking lot. Security costs went up significantly, with $400,000 spent on police overtime. In Nevada County, California, Assistant Clerk-Recorder/Registrar of Voters Natalie Adona told us that 300 Trump supporters held a rally in the parking lot outside her office, both blocking access to a ballot drop box located there and potentially intimidating voters. She also reported that observers “were borderline harassing her staff,” demanding to stand closer, use binoculars, and take pictures of signatures, and asking questions they knew the answers to multiple times.

The threats have continued long after the 2020 counting (and recounting) was over. Indeed, in March 2021, authorities found a pipe bomb in an Iowa polling place. As with personal protection, election officials we spoke with agreed that a state program specifically invested in securing offices and polling places and providing grants for election worker de-escalation training would go a long way to making election workplaces safer.

What Election Officials Should Do
While election officials expressed frustration at the lack of consequences for those who menaced their families, many were also extremely grateful for the cooperation of law enforcement during and after election season. Many also shared that law enforcement assistance resulted in greater safety for themselves, their workers, and their voters.

Use Tabletop Exercises to Prepare for Threats
In the run-up to the 2020 election, many election officials we spoke with used tabletop exercises to prepare for worst-case scenarios. CISA ran or partnered in many of
these facilitator-guided, discussion-based sessions, which frequently focused on potential cyberattacks and disinformation. Philadelphia City Commissioner Lisa Deeley reported that the city’s emergency management team used a tabletop exercise to go through potential worst-case scenarios for threats and physical violence. She noted that “sadly, 99 percent of the worst-case scenarios actually happened,” but that being prepared for them was “invaluable” and allowed the city commissioners and law enforcement to better protect election workers during an extremely volatile postelection period.

Build Cooperation with Law Enforcement, Including by Developing and Distributing Law Enforcement Pocket Guides
Neal Kelley, registrar of voters in Orange County, California, developed a pocket guide for local law enforcement detailing key state penal provisions around things like electioneering near a polling place and intimidation of voters, as well as contact information for fusion centers and the Department of Homeland Security. He said that these pocket guides were useful in helping local police to understand what is and is not allowed around election offices and polling places. The guides also listed appropriate contacts to call if law enforcement was unsure of what action to take in response to a disturbance. Kelley stated, “We created a pocket guide for election crimes for the things we’re talking about here … your average street cops never deal with these things. If they show up after getting a call and need to figure it out, it could be challenging.” He noted that the pocket guides were in demand by other election officials around the country in 2020; he sent them to officials in close to 20 states around the country, who adapted them for their own laws. Distribution of these guides also offers election officials an opportunity to educate law enforcement about the need to be sensitive about showing up at polling places, and about the general rule that they should only appear at polling places when called to respond to a specific issue.

More broadly, a recent report by the Elections Group titled Running Elections Without Fear offers numerous practical suggestions for how election officials can build cooperation with law enforcement and other government agencies like CISA to protect election workers. Recommendations include building consensus about the importance of election-related violence, jointly developing incident response plans, and improving physical security at the office, in polling places, and at home.

Protect Personal Information
Election officials can take a number of steps on behalf of themselves and their offices to protect their personally identifiable information, blunt the impact of online threats, and mitigate the impact of doxing. The Elections Group offers several proactive suggestions for minimizing the likelihood that personally identifiable information can become public, including scrubbing and closing old accounts and creating alternative public-facing contact information. CISA also offers recommendations for controlling personal information shared online to reduce the likelihood of doxing, as well as steps to mitigate the impact of doxing after it has occurred, including where to report an incident and how to remove information from a website or application where it has appeared.
Disinformation

Election officials, media platforms (including social media), state and federal governments, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in the United States knew that the 2020 election cycle might bring with it disinformation about elections and candidates. Many were worried about the threat of disinformation from foreign sources. Ultimately, though, the bulk of disinformation about election officials’ work and the methods they employ to ensure accurate outcomes was propagated by people within the United States.45

Throughout the 2020 election season, individuals with large followings — including elected leaders and those collaborating with them — spread false narratives about the integrity of the election. They often infused their claims with racist tropes, such as accusations that election workers of color were engaged in fraud or that votes cast in cities with many voters of color were fraudulent.46 In addition to the problem of people intentionally disseminating lies (disinformation), some people spread erroneous information without realizing that it was false (misinformation).

Election officials we spoke to saw a direct link between election disinformation and the violence and threats they experienced in conjunction with the 2020 election. Indeed, 54 percent said they believe that social media, where disinformation about elections took root and spread, has made their jobs more dangerous.

More generally, election officials said that the prevalence of mis- and disinformation has created new burdens for them, increasing their workloads as they combat false stories and demoralizing their staff as they contend with the effects of reading, watching, and hearing lies being told about their work.47 Here are just a few examples:

- Cathy Darling Allen, county clerk and registrar of voters in Shasta County, California, noted that the volume of phone calls from the public coming into her office increased dramatically in this election cycle,48 straining her and her staff as they attempted to explain to callers that the election was not stolen. Individual calls could take upwards of 15 to 20 minutes, as those who called were generally unwilling to accept truthful information.

- Neal Kelley in Orange County, California, operated a call center to handle inquiries from the public.49 The call center workers received thousands of calls related to incorrect information about elections over a 40-day period.

- When President Trump encouraged voters to vote both by mail and in person in the same jurisdiction, the state board of elections in North Carolina issued a press release, changed its website, and gave media interviews to educate the public that the practice is criminal and to explain the security measures in place to prevent double voting.50

Responding to rumors and disinformation is not just time-consuming; it can also be deeply demoralizing, as disinformation often includes claims that election officials and workers have themselves committed fraud or otherwise acted improperly. “I’ve never been called a liar so many times in my life,” Allen stated. In truth, election officials worked heroically, logging long hours and putting their own health at risk to ensure that voters could exercise their voting rights safely during the Covid-19 pandemic. In the face of these efforts, claims that officials and workers “stole” an election are particularly stinging.

Finally, nearly every election official we spoke with expressed concern that disinformation about elections would exacerbate the difficulty of retaining and hiring good staff.

Below, we provide some solutions for election officials, social media platforms, and the federal and state governments to respond to the many challenges caused by disinformation.

Solutions

Disinformation is a problem that many sectors of society, from doctors to elementary school educators, will have to cope with in the coming years. Internet companies in particular, such as social media platforms and search engines, have a duty to ensure that they are not a vehicle for the amplification of disinformation, and much more needs to be done. Here, we limit our scope to what internet companies, election officials, and the federal and state governments can do in the short term to address falsehoods about elections specifically. As we discuss throughout this report, the job of local election officials and their staff has become increasingly difficult over the years and became especially burdensome in the 2020 election cycle. Yet the increase in responsibilities and the dramatic rise in physical safety concerns have not been met with a
sustained increase in resources to address these concerns. Federal and state governments and internet companies should provide assistance to election officials in implementing these solutions wherever possible.

What Internet Companies Should Do

Major internet companies partnered with groups such as the Bipartisan Policy Center in the 2020 cycle to educate the public with accurate election information and to respond to election disinformation.31 Still, there is no question that more needs to be done in the future. Too many falsehoods reached too many people. Companies must step up their efforts with stronger rules against election disinformation and better enforcement of those rules. Some companies have stated that they wish to do more, although specific proposals vary.32

Here, we recommend specific actions they can take to assist election officials in the absence of any major legislative or regulatory change. These actions would help election officials as they carry out their duties to safeguard free and fair elections in the face of disinformation campaigns.

Boost Content from Election Officials Through an Authoritative Directory Compiled by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

Many election officials reported that they encountered obstacles from internet companies when they tried to widely disseminate accurate information about elections online. Some expressed frustration with web and social media searches returning disinformation, such as “rigged election” narratives, when users searched for voting information.33 Some had trouble creating official, verified government accounts on social media platforms due to requirements about having a personal account or a threshold number of followers. Some officials who tried to purchase online ads to educate the public were stymied by “political ad” rules intended to govern electioneering and other types of advocacy rather than official information about how to vote.

Information from election officials is authoritative on how to vote, vote counting procedures, and other aspects of elections. The internet companies that have served as powerful tools for spreading disinformation must actively work to bolster truth by boosting messages from election officials whenever possible. The suggestions below are based on services offered by some of the largest platforms. No doubt there are many ways to amplify official content, and we welcome innovation by internet companies.

An authoritative directory of officials would be a vital tool for companies’ amplification of official content through systematic mechanisms developed prior to high-stakes elections as opposed to through ad hoc requests.

CISA is now in charge of managing the .gov domain and has made it available to eligible entities for free.54 Alongside a push to move all election offices to the .gov domain, CISA should compile an election official directory in conjunction with the EAC and trusted third parties such as the U.S. Vote Foundation, the National Association of State Election Directors (NASED), and the National Association of Secretaries of State (NASS).55 The directory should include every election office, jurisdiction locations, and information about official websites and social media accounts.

Concurrently, platforms should offer accounts listed in the election official directory myriad options for prominently displaying their content, provided those officials abide by platform rules and do not themselves spread disinformation. Accounts listed in the directory could get free ad credits or have their organic content routinely amplified in platform feeds, especially for users in a given jurisdiction’s geographic area.56 Platform-sponsored products such as Facebook’s Voter Information Center and other platforms’ like initiatives should reference and link to directory-listed officials’ in-platform accounts and websites. Search algorithms should ensure that accurate content from election officials in the directory is prominent when users search for terms related to voting and elections. The precedent exists: Twitter, for example, agreed to promote content produced by the Superior Electoral Court of Brazil during that country’s 2020 election cycle by elevating it to the very top of search results.57

In addition, internet companies should make it as easy as possible for election officials to promote true information. Doing so could include offering trainings early in the election cycle on search engine optimization and how to improve reach, and free templates for engaging ads and posts that officials can drop jurisdiction-specific information into.58 An election official directory would be particularly helpful in these efforts, as platforms could use it to proactively reach out to officials to offer assistance with content creation.

The directory could also be used to facilitate timely removal and blocking of posts that include election officials’ personal information. Major social media platforms prohibit posting others’ personal information;59 platforms could and should prioritize requests to remove personal information from those listed in the election official directory.

Finally, internet companies should exempt election officials in the directory from restrictions on political ads that may hinder their efforts to disseminate accurate election information. Many election officials reported that when they wanted to purchase ads, the policies of major social media platforms and search engines prevented them from doing so. For example, several companies attempted to fight disinformation with a blackout period, blocking political ads in the days leading up to the election; such
bans effectively prohibited any ad mentioning voting or elections. For one, the Colorado Secretary of State’s office found itself blocked from using funds that it had allocated in advance for the express purpose of purchasing ads to debunk rumors with accurate information. Some larger jurisdictions managed to reach out to the platforms and get their ads approved and run in time, but other jurisdictions lacked this capacity.

A directory would reduce the impact of these disparities in election offices’ capacities. Directory-listed officials should be permitted to post content and purchase ads referencing the election free from blanket restrictions that others are subject to. In the case of blackouts designed to block disinformation, exempting authoritative content from election officials would actually facilitate the purpose of these blackouts.

**Limit Prominent Disinformation Spreaders by Delaying Publication of Their Posts**

In the 2020 election, certain politicians, traditional media personalities, and other prominent individuals pushed disinformation and associated narratives — often with verified, so-called “blue check” accounts on social media.

Even as a few bad actors were the source of so much of the disinformation threatening our democracy, major platforms repeatedly failed to enforce their own rules. Donald Trump, for example, was suspended from major platforms after the election, but he had been posting falsehoods intended to affect voting for months before that, facing little or no consequences from the platforms.

The violent threats against election workers during and after the 2020 election show that election disinformation can lead to real-world harm. Social media companies must have clear policies around election disinformation, make them transparent to users, and consistently enforce them, just as they must for other policy violations. Disinformation spreaders should not get special consideration due to fame or political power — indeed, famous and powerful people are often the most dangerous liars. As the Facebook Oversight Board reasoned in accordance with human rights norms, a speaker having prominent status and extensive “reach,” or dissemination of their message, can increase the risk that their speech incites “discrimination, violence, or other lawless action.”

Furthermore, social media platforms have proven too slow to take down falsehoods and often unable to find all instances once they do decide to remove content. Even when a company acts within hours, false posts have often been seen by millions on their platform, not to mention screenshotted and shared in other forums. Applying policies that prohibit false statements can be challenging, but since falsehoods usually disseminate from a small number of accounts, platforms can make great strides against the problem by focusing on these accounts.

One mechanism that platforms should use is to identify repeat offenders and automatically delay publication of all their posts for a specified period of time, such as a few hours. Doing so would require, as we recommend above, that platforms have clear, accessible rules that are applied consistently and transparently. There could be an intermediate step before this one in which platforms warn users or publicly mark the accounts of repeat offenders, which would serve both to alert audiences and offer users a chance to change course. This “pause” would act as a kind of circuit breaker on virality and misleading or inflammatory spins on breaking news stories. Just as important, it could give companies time to review posts for violations of their terms of service before publication, stopping some disinformation before it starts.

**Send Corrective Information to Users Who Have Interacted with Election Misinformation**

Internet companies have vast power to disseminate misinformation and a concomitant responsibility to address it when it occurs. Most of the largest social media platforms have worked hard in recent elections to remove content spreading misinformation about elections and how to vote. But identifying and removing falsehoods is, as companies have seen, difficult to scale and perform without the appearance of bias. Moreover, removing or labeling falsehoods after they are posted is not enough.

When social media platforms confirm that a post contains election misinformation, they should reach out to users who interacted with it and provide corrective information. There may be many ways for platforms to convey corrective information, and experimentation will be helpful. Facebook has implemented alerts for users who interacted with Covid-19 misinformation, which has generated lessons about good ways of reaching those harmed by election-related falsehoods. Such notices should warn users about false information and include true information along with a link to an authoritative source, like an election official’s website. In the interest of accountability, such policies could require platforms to provide a process for officials listed in the election official directory to notify them that a post is false, triggering a prioritized review of that content for both removal and corrective communication decisions.

**Collaborate to Share Information About Emerging Threats Through an Information Sharing and Analysis Center or Organization**

There was ample awareness of disinformation narratives around elections in 2020, but there was no single authority collecting, analyzing, and sharing threat information across election systems and relevant media. The social media, search, and online advertising industries should collaborate to share information about emerging threats within the industry and with election officials.
An information sharing and analysis center or organization (ISAC or ISAO) is one way to achieve this collaboration. The Election Integrity Partnership is another model. Regardless of the form, Congress should make sure that the entity has sufficient resources. Stakeholders involved should include state and federal law enforcement and intelligence entities like CISA, as well as academics and civil society groups studying disinformation. CISA’s participation could entail using a vendor to track domestic mis- and disinformation trends (examining only aggregate, not individually identifiable, data) while drawing on the work of the newly established Foreign Malign Influence Center, which the Office of the Director of National Intelligence created in 2021 to track foreign disinformation efforts. These trends can then inform education efforts like “rumor control” websites.

In addition to intelligence about emerging threats, this collaborative entity could collect and analyze data over longer time frames. Useful services would include postelection analyses for trends in sources, targets, and sharing patterns and virality of disinformation narratives and campaigns. One important function of this effort would be capturing and analyzing data about content that platforms have taken down. Platforms’ efforts to remove election disinformation are laudable, but valuable information is lost when takedowns destroy data about the content and users’ interactions with it. Platforms should commit to preserving data about removed content for analysis.

What the Federal and State Governments Should Do

Local elections officials alone cannot bear the burden of combating election mis- and disinformation. Here, we detail actions that state and federal governments should take to help.

Develop and Maintain an Authoritative Election Official Directory
As discussed above, CISA, working with relevant stakeholders, should create and maintain an election official directory so that internet companies can effectively and efficiently take the actions we recommend above to amplify the content produced by those officials.

Assign “Disinformation Navigators” to Provide Local Election Officials with Extra Resources to Combat Election Disinformation
During the 2020 election cycle, state and federal governments worked hard to assist local election officials in countering and responding to election disinformation. They participated in and supported information sharing partnerships, such as the EI-ISAC, they issued threat advisories and updates that included disinformation threats; and CISA developed and deployed a rumor control page that sought to “pre-bunk” mis- and disinformation before it spread widely. But the officials we spoke with believe that more can be done to directly address the issue. Because local election officials typically lack the resources for a rapid response team, state governments should assign staff to smaller jurisdictions to assist them in identifying and responding to disinformation. State officials can advocate with platforms to enforce their rules for content removal, corrective notices, and account suspensions. States could help local officials build local rumor control pages or host content related to local elections on state pages. Illinois’s Cyber Navigator Program is one model.

When human errors and other election administration issues spiral into disinformation campaigns, navigators can work closely with local election officials to identify the underlying issues and promptly report the details and proposed solutions to counter false narratives.

States and the federal government should provide support for local election officials’ anti-disinformation efforts to reduce the burden as much as possible. Entities such as CISA should provide fill-in-the-blank templates for ads and social media postings and templates for rumor control pages. NGOs can play a supporting role as well.

Require Party Monitor Training and Accountability
Party-appointed monitors often have the right to be present at preelection logic and accuracy testing events, in which test ballots are run through machines to check for proper programming. They also often have the right to be present at polling places, warehouses where ballots are processed before and after elections, and postelection audits. Unfortunately, these monitors became a source of mis- or disinformation in some jurisdictions during the 2020 election cycle, at times unwittingly.

We recommend that states that do not already require training of party-appointed monitors do so, through legislation, enacting regulations, or issuing guidance. Georgia recently enacted a law requiring monitors to undergo training before their service. Such trainings could be combined with poll worker trainings for efficiency. Training can head off confusion on the part of monitors before it can become a root source of mis- or disinformation. For instance, monitors witnessing misfeeds and paper jams may become confused and think they are seeing ballots being counted twice. Or they may overhear the term “overvotes” and incorrectly believe that it refers to more voters casting ballots than are registered. (In fact, election administrators use the term to mean votes that do not count because a voter marked more selections than is permitted.) Training in technical vocabulary and the functioning of voting equipment may help clear up misunderstandings before they occur.

In addition to training, the rules governing monitors should be delineated clearly, and monitors should be
held accountable for their behavior. During the 2020 election cycle, disputes over how much distance (during a pandemic) monitors should keep from election workers turned into lawsuits and accusations of impropriety.\textsuperscript{85} Rules for party-appointed monitors should be consistent with broadly accepted norms for meaningful access but with limits to prevent interference or intimidation. Some party-appointed monitors in the 2020 election cycle took photographs when they were not permitted to do so; in some cases, those pictures were then taken out of context, either by the monitors themselves or other individuals, and used in disinformation campaigns.\textsuperscript{86} Some even took photographs of election worker’s license plates in the parking lot of tabulation facilities. Regulations and guidance at the state level — including accountability measures if those rules are violated — could provide more clarity in advance.\textsuperscript{87}

Unfortunately, some states are moving in the wrong direction, disempowering the local election officials and poll workers whose role it is to maintain an environment for election workers and voters that is safe, secure, and free from disruption or intimidation.\textsuperscript{88} Instead, state officials, including chief election administrators, should lend their public support to the enforcement of safety and security rules: party-appointed monitors who take photographs or partake in other nonpermitted behavior should have their credentials revoked, and procedures should be available for holding political parties accountable when their monitors repeatedly violate safety and security rules.

**Allocate Resources for Public Education**

States and the federal government should allocate resources for education for all ages and in all commonly spoken languages on civics, election processes, and media literacy so that when mis- or disinformation is propagated, the public is ready to resist and reject it with confidence. Building resilience to disinformation through long-term educational efforts requires investments and expertise from leaders in education. State and federal governments can also serve as trusted repositories of accurate election information, educating the public about when, where, and how to vote, how votes are counted, and other election administration issues.

**Prohibit Misleading Fundraising Off Contesting Elections**

The 2020 election cycle saw a flurry of misleading fundraising. Funds solicited ostensibly for legal and other fees involved in requesting a recount or contesting an election in court were actually allocated to future campaign endeavors.\textsuperscript{89} If recount and contest funds can be used for general-purpose political activities, then candidates and political committees are incentivized to keep contesting the legitimacy of elections long after there is any reasonable basis for doing so. To blunt this incentive, Congress and the states should enact legislation requiring that funds raised in support of recounts and efforts to contest elections be spent on such activities related to the election in question.

**What Election Officials Should Do**

In our conversations, election officials expressed an understanding that they play a crucial role in ensuring that U.S. elections remain free, fair, and trusted. Most Americans trust that their own votes were properly counted by their local election official, even if they express distrust in the election outcomes of other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{90} We list below some of the ways that local election officials can help counter mis- and disinformation, with the understanding that resources and support from both internet companies and state and federal governments are necessary.

**Have a Crisis Communications Plan for Disinformation**

Once accusations that election workers have “rigged” an election, thrown out boxes of ballots, or “found” extra ballots go viral, there may not be time to reach out to communications experts and muster resources to develop a response plan — particularly when election officials suddenly find themselves subject to personal attack. Having a crisis communications plan in place ahead of time can help election officials respond quickly, confidently, and transparently to viral disinformation.\textsuperscript{91} Unfortunately, many local election officials lack the time and resources to develop these plans from scratch and, therefore, federal and state governments should assist.\textsuperscript{92}

**Educate the Public About Election Processes and “Pre-bunk” Falsehoods via Local Rumor Control Pages**

State and local election officials already proactively educate their communities about the voting process — when, where, and how to vote — using a variety of platforms and tools and in the languages spoken in their communities.\textsuperscript{93} We recommend two dimensions for officials to continue and expand on public education efforts.

The public could benefit from more education about the normal role of election officials and their staff in making sure that every valid vote counts.\textsuperscript{94} For example, when the public does not know that poll workers routinely duplicate damaged ballots that otherwise could not go through a scanner, it is easy for people to misinterpret video of the activity as fraudulent changes being made to ballots.\textsuperscript{95} Information not only about how to vote but also about how the election process works more broadly can give the public the tools to resist and reject mis- and disinformation about elections.
Support Education Efforts Through National Associations

Because the burden on local election officials is so high, the Election Center (also known as the National Association of Election Officials), NASS, and NASED should supplement and support their work with proactive education of the sort described above, as well as fill-in-the-blank templates and guidelines for educating the public about election processes. In addition, professional organizations should educate internet companies about elections officials’ needs and advocate for the actions recommended above in the “What Internet Companies Should Do” section. Similarly, these organizations can advocate with state and federal governments for the measures discussed in the “What the Federal and State Governments Should Do” section.
Throughout the 2020 election cycle, election officials faced pressure to side with political parties at the expense of the truth. The most famous example of this attempted coercion was President Trump’s call to Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger during which, after reminding Raffensperger that he was a Republican, Trump stated that he just wanted to “find 11,780 votes . . . because we won the state.” Secretary Raffensperger refused to entertain the demand, but the mere fact that a sitting president made it has rightly alarmed political observers across the political spectrum.

That phone call was far from the only incident involving the Trump campaign. According to a December 2020 Politico article, in the aftermath of the election, President Trump personally called or met with at least 31 Republicans — mostly local and state officials — across four battleground states that helped determine the outcome of the presidential election. In our discussions with election officials, several shared stories of their own wherein partisan actors — including elected officials, party leaders, and partisan activists — attempted to interfere with the conduct of the election or to pressure them to favor candidates of their own party, both publicly and privately.

We avoided a democratic crisis in this country because election officials stood their ground against that pressure and acted to protect the integrity of the election process. But many current election officials are concerned about the future, as partisan actors seem intent on making it harder to resist similar pressure in future elections. Efforts to this effect include “state legislatures across the country [that] are moving to assert their own power over elections — power that is currently, and has been traditionally, held by the executive branch and/or local officials.”

One of the most dramatic examples of such efforts is the “audit” of the 2020 election commission by the Arizona Senate in Maricopa County. In an unprecedented move, and through reliance on its subpoena power, the GOP-controlled senate obtained possession of the country’s election materials, including approximately 2.1 million ballots. When the local board — which Republicans also controlled — resisted these efforts and insisted that their elections were free and fair, the state senate threatened its members with contempt charges, and some senators threatened to put the supervisors in jail. After a court compelled local officials to transfer possession of the election materials, the senate selected a firm led by an election fraud conspiracy theorist to conduct the audit. The legislature also acquiesced to a “right-wing cable channel” raising private funds for the audit — just days after voting to prohibit local election officials from accepting private funding.

In other states, party leaders have censured and replaced officials who refused to cast doubt on the election's legitimacy. State legislators have introduced bills that would impose criminal penalties on election officials and workers for taking steps like proactively sending mail ballot applications to voters or, under certain circumstances, purchasing advertisements or posting on social media to educate the public about upcoming elections. And while states have always had laws on the books that would prevent election officials from engaging in certain activities, it is impossible to ignore the context in which legislators are introducing these new prohibitions — and the chilling effect that these trends may have on election officials in future elections. This concern also holds for new legislation that increases state legislative authority over elections at the expense of state and local election officials.

Also troubling are recent decisions by local governments to defund election administration. In Ohio, the Stark County Board of Supervisors refused to pay for new Dominion voting systems unanimously chosen by the bipartisan Stark County Board of Elections. The board was forced to file suit against the local board of supervisors to get the bill paid. In Antrim County, Michigan, the board of commissioners rejected the local election official's budget request of $5,080 to pay for consultants necessary to prepare the voting machines for use in the May 2021 election after the “Dec. 6 forensic examination [by non–federally accredited laboratories] had rendered them unfit for use” in what appears to be an effort to force the official to violate state law by hand-counting the ballots.

Sufficient funding is essential for free, fair, and secure elections. Yet federal, state, and local governments have continuously failed to fund election administration. And not only have they neglected to provide enough public funding, but state legislatures have also started blocking election officials’ access to private funding — a lifeline for many election officials who struggled to respond to the pandemic in 2020. Several election officials have argued that this restriction will likely have the most significant impact on small, rural jurisdictions.

Some of these ill-advised decisions by state and local politicians may stem from a lack of knowledge about the election administration process. Election administration
has become increasingly complex — and politicized — over the past decade. And election officials we spoke with believe that many lawmakers facing important election administration policy decisions lack sufficient technical election administration knowledge. Many election officials also expressed frustration about routine failures by lawmakers to simply ask election officials for feedback about their concerns or potential legislation.

Solutions

Through our discussions with election officials and outside experts, we identified several steps that federal and state lawmakers — and election officials themselves — can take to protect election administration from partisan interference. While we believe that each of these is an important step in the right direction, we recognize that none of these proposed solutions will be enough, by themselves or together, to neutralize the increasing threat of partisan interference without broader structural reforms, culture change, and a commitment to democratic fairness from our public leaders.

We recommend that lawmakers promote election independence by building out channels of communication between lawmakers and election officials that allow election officials to have more input into policy changes that affect elections; insulating election results certification from outside influence; ensuring that election officials have dedicated legal counsel and support; and fully funding election administration. Election officials in turn should develop ethical guidelines to navigate discretionary authority and avoid conflicts of interest, and they should organize legal support ahead of each election to defend against partisan lawsuits, investigations, and prosecutions.

Finally, we consider the largest and most difficult structural challenge in this area: that the United States, when compared to other advanced democracies, uniquely puts partisan officials in charge of running elections and has surprisingly few barriers protecting the independence of election administration and certification from political actors. This issue is not one that will be solved overnight, but we suggest some building blocks for what a sufficient solution could look like at the end of this section.

What State and Federal Lawmakers Should Do

State legislatures have been criticized for their recent partisan efforts to “consolidate command over elections in the political hands of the legislative branch.” As described above, these efforts include attempting to seize control over election results, stripping executive power over elections, and degrading local authority and control “in favor of micromanagement by the legislature.”

While many election officials agree that it is critical to stop these efforts, many also believe that there are additional proactive steps that state and federal lawmakers should take to depoliticize election administration policies and ensure that election administrators remain independent.

Establish Election Administration Advisory Boards to Improve Election Administration Policy

Election officials we interviewed expressed frustration that state lawmakers do not seek input from the people responsible for carrying out election laws and instead act to achieve partisan goals.

States should establish permanent election administration advisory boards, staffed by election officials, with members who represent statewide officeholders, legislative leadership, local and state election officials, voting rights organizations, and other stakeholders. These boards would not only provide a venue to help educate lawmakers and other stakeholders but also foster effective communication and the depoliticization of election administration policymaking.

Kentucky recently proved that even during a pandemic and significant national partisan rancor, this structure has many benefits and can help to minimize partisan election law and policy choices. Faced with the Covid-19 crisis and rigid state laws that did not, for example, authorize no-excuse absentee voting, Kentucky brought together important stakeholders, including representatives of statewide officeholders, legislators, local and state election officials, and others, to discuss how the state would conduct elections during the pandemic.

The result of this collaboration was not only bipartisan support for temporary pro-voter policies — such as no-excuse absentee voting and early voting centers — during the pandemic, but also the “most significant election law updates in a century.” Although the Brennan Center and others have criticized aspects of the bill, the process itself has been recognized as a model with promise for bipartisan election administration policymaking.

Prohibit Off-the-Record Communications with Officials Who Certify Elections

In each state, a public official or group of officials — typically the governor, the chief election official, or a board of canvassers — has legal responsibility for certifying the state’s complete and final election results. Local officials or boards also play a role in this process by certifying results in their respective jurisdictions before review by the state officials. The process for certifying election results is normally a routine and technical event. But in 2020, officials in some states faced a wave of pressure from partisan actors to delay certification or reach a different outcome.
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In Wayne County, Michigan, two members of the board of canvassers that voted to certify the county’s election results asked to rescind their votes the next day after reportedly receiving a phone call from President Trump. When the process moved to the state board of canvassers, board members again faced pressure campaigns from party leaders to vote against certification. Much like Trump’s call to Secretary Raffensperger in Georgia, these were clear efforts to persuade officials with authority to certify elections to change their minds. To address such issues going forward, states should develop laws or guidelines that prohibit public officials who are responsible for certifying election results from initiating, permitting, or considering off-the-record communications with individuals attempting to influence the decision on whether to certify election results, particularly individuals acting on behalf of a campaign or party. Any advocacy on election results should instead take place in a public hearing, where all interested parties can hear and respond to arguments. States should require that officials who do receive unsolicited communications direct the individual to the appropriate public process and publicly disclose the conversation. This prohibition of off-the-record communications should begin as soon as states begin counting ballots for an election and end after results are final.

While prohibitions of off-the-record communications would not prevent a candidate or campaign from making their case before an official responsible for certifying elections, these rules would ensure that there is a clear public record of this advocacy and make it less likely that political actors would use coercive tactics. The rules would also draw a clear line for what constitutes impermissible interference in the election certification process and give officials cover when an interested party attempts to conduct such interference. These prohibitions — whether in statute, regulation, or ethics guidelines — should be designed to protect rather than penalize officials by closing off channels for inappropriate influence. Prohibitions of off-the-record communications are a common tool in judicial and administrative processes to promote fairness, reduce undue influence, and minimize perceived corruption.

Ensure That Local Election Officials Have Adequate Legal Support
Local election officials and election workers are facing increasing legal liability for errors made while carrying out their election administration duties. Yet, election officials have complained, the legislators responsible for these new laws have failed to ensure that officials have the legal support necessary to help prevent such errors as they implement increasingly complex election laws or to defend them in the event that they are subject to politically motivated investigations or litigations.

Based on our conversations, adequate legal representation for local election officials and election workers was a concern prior to the recent passage of multiple bills criminalizing election administration errors. Often with minimal legal support, these officials are responsible for making decisions about issues that are affected by a variety of federal, state, and local laws, ordinances, and policies, including everything from employment laws to the First Amendment to state election law, from the mundane (e.g., voting equipment contract disputes and employment law issues) to the complex (e.g., constitutional law issues and state election law questions).

State and local governments must ensure that election officials have the legal resources necessary both to adequately defend them after a complaint is filed and to protect them while they are conducting their routine duties, including preparing for the next election. Providing election officials with adequate legal support during the entire planning cycle is a vital component of any system that effectively insulates election officials from partisan or other improper pressure. Government officials can ensure legal resources by providing direct legal assistance and by offering funding for local election officials to hire their own legal assistance.

Fully Fund Election Administration
Many of the election officials we spoke with identified insufficient resources, efforts to defund, or subtle threats of future resource withdrawal as an impediment to their independent decision-making ability. For example, in Ohio, the Stark County Board of Supervisors refused to pay for the voting machines that the local board of elections had selected in what appears to be an attempt to force the election officials to change vendors, and, similarly, in Michigan, the Antrim County Board of Commissioners refused the local election official’s 2021 funding request for voting machine consultant services necessary to use her current machines in what appears to be an effort to force her to hand count ballots cast in the May 2021 election, in violation of state law.

Congress should ensure that election officials have the resources necessary to administer federal elections and provide annual funding for election administration. Congress should also make sure that a portion of this funding reaches local election offices, either in cash or in kind, and require state governments to provide a partial match of these federal funds.

What Election Officials Should Do
Even without legislative action, there are steps that election officials — and organizations that support them — can take to help insulate themselves against partisan pressure.
Develop a Robust Code of Ethics
Many of the outside pressures or threats that election officials face arise when the law is not clear. Election officials have discretion to make important decisions about what services to offer and which votes are counted. This very discretion begets an opportunity for inappropriate partisan influence. And while many election officials take an oath of office requiring them to uphold the state and federal constitutions, none of these documents provide answers to some of the most difficult questions that election officials face in the performance of their duties.

Election official associations — such as NASS and state associations of local election officials — should draft and require members to uphold an election administrator code of ethics that provides guideposts to help election officials navigate their discretionary authority in a way that builds public trust.232

A robust code of ethics would have three key benefits. First, clear ethical guidelines would establish a range of best practices for maintaining the public interest and avoiding conflicts of interest that election officials could point to when facing pressure from partisan actors. Second, after the official exercises his or her discretion, ethical guidelines would provide a public rationale to help explain that choice to voters and fill a narrative vacuum that often exists when partisan actors launch misleading attacks on election officials’ decisions. Finally, ethical guidelines would provide a benchmark against which election officials’ decisions can be judged.

Codes of ethics are common in other fields where public trust is essential and where individuals tasked with carrying out that trust routinely face outside pressure or potential conflicts of interest. The code of conduct for U.S. judges and rules of professional conduct for lawyers are two examples.233 The codes of ethics developed in 1997 by the Election Center and the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA) could serve as a useful starting point for developing a robust set of guidelines.234

Organize Pro Bono Legal Representation
Until federal, state, and local governments provide adequate access to legal resources, election officials and election official associations — such as the Election Center, NASS, the National Association of Counties (NACO), or state-based local election official associations — should proactively build relationships with organizations that connect lawyers to pro bono opportunities. One silver lining of 2020 has been a renewed interest among private actors in protecting the integrity of our democratic process. Election officials should tap into this energy, and lawyers interested in protecting democracy should begin to see election officials as paramount to this effort.

Explore a New Structure That Insulates Election Administration from Partisan Legislative Interference
Some election officials expressed fear that the partisan pressure we saw in 2020 could make fair and free election administration extremely difficult in future elections. And the activity we have seen so far in 2021 has only amplified this fear. Election officials stood up for the integrity of the democratic process last year, but they may lack the means and the authority to do so in the future as legislatures seek more control over election administration. Or they may be driven out of their offices and replaced by individuals more willing to succumb to partisan pressures.

While there was no consensus on how to solve these election administration challenges among the election officials we spoke with, we detail below some ideas that could form the building blocks for structural independence from legislatures — which seem to have grown increasingly hostile to free and fair elections — in the event of election outcomes they do not favor.

When looking abroad to other advanced democracies, the United States stands out for how much we trust partisan actors to administer elections.235 Many election experts, including Larry Diamond, Rick Hasen, and Daniel Tokaji, as well as the Commission on Federal Election Reform, have suggested that the United States adopt a similar system to many of our international counterparts and transition to an appointed, nonpartisan election administration structure to address the unavoidable conflicts of interest that exist when elected party-affiliated actors oversee elections involving fellow members of their party.236

An alternative mechanism for states is to conduct nonpartisan elections for election officials. For example, Chris Thomas — who served as Michigan’s director of elections for 36 years under both Republican and Democratic secretaries of state — recommends that election officials run only on the nonpartisan portion of the ballot. Although it would not eliminate an elected official’s party identification, this change could build stronger norms around nonpartisanship in election administration for both the public and election officials themselves.

We fully endorse the exploration of structural changes that could make election administration as nonpartisan as possible in both appearance and practice. But nonpartisan administration alone is not a silver bullet for the problem of independence. The challenge going forward is how to insulate election officials from partisan actors outside of the election office that assert pressure and control over the election process. For this challenge, making the election office nonpartisan will not be enough.

More recent legislative activity in the wake of the 2020 election provides a clear warning: so long as state legislatures can undercut or remove authority from an election
agency whenever it does something that the legislature disagrees with, that agency — regardless of its structure — will be vulnerable to partisan interference.\textsuperscript{137}

To insulate election officials and the election administration process from this sort of partisan interference, election administration should be treated as independent of the legislative or executive branches of government, and officials tasked with upholding a free and fair democratic process should be provided with space to exercise discretion as competent professionals. Below, we detail two aspects of this vital framework that are especially critical:

**Protected Scope of Authority**

If states want to insulate election administration from partisan interference, they should establish a range of decisions and responsibilities that are firmly under the purview of election officials and cannot be altered or removed by legislatures. In determining the scope of these responsibilities, states must strike a balance between those functions essential to a free and fair democratic process and those policy decisions that rightfully belong in the hands of elected representatives. But at a minimum, the election agency should be solely responsible for overseeing ballot counting and results certification.

To oversee election officials as they carry out these responsibilities, states could establish an independent and nonpartisan oversight board that can address questions of uniformity and fairness and ensure that election officials adhere to federal and state election law. Members of such a body should be appointed through a process that guarantees broad input and support, with a similar process outlined for their removal. States should prohibit individuals with party ties from serving in these roles, and political parties should be kept out of the nomination process.

Whereas recommending a particular structure is beyond the scope of this report, we encourage states to explore existing models for reform, such as the following:

- Wisconsin’s Government Accountability Board: Wisconsin previously administered elections through a nonpartisan board composed of six members serving staggered six-year terms. The governor nominated board members from a list of retired judges that a candidate committee put forth, and the state senate approved nominees by a two-thirds supermajority. Each of these provisions — retired judges, recommendations by candidate committee, and supermajority confirmation — was designed to promote consensus nominations, nonpartisan administration, and insulation from political actors.\textsuperscript{138}

- Independent redistricting commissions: In response to similar concerns over partisan interference in the election process, states have increasingly moved redistricting responsibilities to nonpartisan commissions. States have adopted a range of structural models for these commissions, but a common method is to select a range of Republicans, Democrats, and unaffiliated individuals, or an even number of Republicans and Democrats that choose a nonpartisan chair by majority vote.\textsuperscript{139} Both models try to avoid constant gridlock while also ensuring that decisions cannot be made by a single party.

- International election administration: Most advanced democracies place administrative authority in an independent electoral commission.\textsuperscript{140} Australia, for example, utilizes a three-member commission composed of a current or retired judge, the electoral commissioner, and a nonjudicial member (traditionally a statistician).\textsuperscript{141}

**Guaranteed Funding**

If states want to establish financial independence for election administration, they must provide officials with enough funding to competently perform their responsibilities for every election and prohibit legislatures from reducing these funds to undercut these efforts. Funding levels should be based on a thorough, independent study on the cost of running elections, including salaries sufficient to maintain effective election personnel. Long-term protection for election funding may require amendments to state constitutions, a process that varies from state to state.\textsuperscript{142}

A protected, baseline level of funding will not only ensure that election officials have enough resources to run free, fair, and secure elections, it will also prevent lawmakers from using cuts to funding or threats thereof as a tool to shape or scale back election administration. Recent incidents in Stark County, Ohio, and Antrim County, Michigan — where lawmakers attempted to use control over finances to force policy or equipment changes — provide examples of this tactic. Needed resources to ensure that every voter can cast a ballot and have their vote counted should not be used as a political bludgeon.

International election administration provides a model for reform here too. In Canada, for example, the independent agency that administers federal elections has statutory authority to draw all funds needed to run elections without prior approval from parliament.\textsuperscript{143} This statutory authority serves as “a critical component in maintaining the integrity of the democratic process” and a recognition of the agency’s “independence from the Government and from the influence of political parties.”\textsuperscript{144}
**Talent Pool Challenges**

The large number of election officials who have resigned in the past year could be just the tip of the iceberg. Almost 35 percent of local election officials are eligible to retire by the 2024 election. Given the challenges that election officials have faced in the last year, it is uncertain whether there will be enough interested and qualified talent committed to free and fair elections to replace them. Beyond addressing the challenges identified above, what can be done to make the job of a local election official as attractive as possible?

To answer this question, we must understand the specific obstacles to ensuring a robust supply of local election officials. Among the biggest challenges identified by election officials and other experts are the heavy workload with extremely limited support; the dearth of meaningful time to reenergize between elections; and election official and staff salaries that are low compared to other government jobs, especially given the enormity and complexity of the work they do.

Election officials and staff have a heavy workload in terms of tasks that must be regularly undertaken and expertise that must be developed, combined with limited staff and resources. In a 2020 survey of local election officials, 88 percent of respondents reported that there were five or fewer permanent, full-time equivalent (FTE) employees working in their offices, and 17 percent of respondents reported that they were the sole permanent FTE employee. Nevertheless, with this small number of people, election offices often administer four elections per year, and election officials must be experts in logistics, cybersecurity, communications, information technology, customer service, and voting law. As Santa Barbara County, California, Registrar of Voters Joe Holland notes, “any one of these things is maybe not all that significant, but when you heap them all on top of each other, it just is approaching overwhelming.”

Beyond elections, many local election officials also oversee unrelated matters, such as cemeteries, city councils, cattle brands, public records, and liquor licenses. The quantity of work and the increasing complexity of the responsibilities can make the job exponentially more difficult.

With such a heavy workload — made even heavier in 2020 by the need to prepare a pandemic-safe election process — election officials and staff are exhausted and have no time to recuperate. One local election official shared that she and her team worked “70–80 hours a week for two and a half months.” Another local election official reported working 110-hour weeks for six weeks straight during the 2020 election cycle. And the norm seems to be that election officials can rarely if ever use their vacation time. One local election official in a moderately sized jurisdiction had 12 weeks — or two and a half years’ worth — of unused vacation time. A state election official reported that he has more than 500 hours of unused leave, much of which he is on the verge of losing for lack of use. As a local election official remarked, “I’m exceeding my capacity for dealing with it. I’m tired, constantly. It’s stressful. I go home and crash, get up and do it again the next day. I think all election officials right now are kind of in that same boat.”

Despite the job’s complexity, heavy workload, and limited usable vacation time, election officials and staff earn relatively low pay, particularly in smaller jurisdictions. Academic research has found that local election official pay is unique compared to other executive level managers. “Play trends more closely mimic trends among the country’s state and local employees who provide basic administrative support.” The average local election official salary is $50,000 — $20,000 less than the $70,000 median salary for “Official Administrators” (as defined by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), which includes comparable executive department heads. For smaller jurisdictions, the pay disparity is significantly larger: “Just over 45 percent of local election officials from jurisdictions of 5,000 or fewer registered voters reported that they are paid less than $35,000, with over a quarter earning less than $20,000.” Salary issues extend to local election staff as well. One former election official said that a salary study revealed that her deputy’s salary was lower than all other deputies in city hall.

The elections field skews older and white. According to a 2020 survey of local election officials, 94.1 percent of respondents identified as white. Seventy-four percent were older than 50, with a quarter over 65. These demographics highlight the need for improved outreach; they also point to an important solution to the question of who can replace election officials leaving the field. Addressing the problems driving dedicated public servants away can open the door to untapped talent in diverse communities that can serve as future election officials.
Solutions

What Government and Election Officials Should Do to Improve Working Conditions

For both retention and recruitment of local election officials, government and election officials must improve working conditions, addressing the job’s complexity, heavy workload, limited usable vacation time, risk of harassment — including safety concerns — and relatively low pay. Grappling with the unsustainable workload will ameliorate several of these issues and therefore should be a high priority. Coordinating election calendars will also make a big difference. Addressing all of these issues will make the job more attractive and also express appreciation for the job performed, fostering resilience in the face of the myriad challenges identified elsewhere in this report.

State Chief Election Officials and Local Election Officials Should Address Local Staffing and Resource Needs

The most effective way to reduce the overwhelming workload in election offices is for local governments to fund the hiring of additional staff. Even in the absence of significant additional resources, though, jurisdictions can improve staffing in several ways:

- A state’s chief election official can recruit and have on standby a pool of “backup workers,” either volunteer or temporary staff, to deploy around the state as needed in different local jurisdictions.  
- A state’s chief election official or local election officials can institute fellowship and internship programs.
- Local election officials can “borrow” staff from other departments or divisions during those times of the year when the workload is especially high. (Note that in some jurisdictions, borrowing staff can incur additional costs because of the need to account for salary costs of the borrowed employees in the budget.)
- Jurisdictions can share staff with expertise in communications, cybersecurity, logistics, information technology, and law. Noah Praetz, a founding partner at the Elections Group, suggests that state chief election officials should provide shared staffing through “force augmentation teams” modeled on cyber or misinformation navigators (discussed earlier in this report). Shared staffing arrangements also can be coordinated between local jurisdictions individually, and associations representing local election officials can coordinate donated pro bono staffing from law firms or public relations firms.

State and Local Government Officials Should Show Appreciation for Their Election Officials

The following three actions will improve the work life of election officials and staff by demonstrating appreciation for their work:

- State legislatures should consolidate the timing of different elections so that they occur concurrently rather than persistently throughout the year. Doing so would allow election officials needed time for vacation, recuperation, and self-care. Local governments should schedule local elections to coincide with state-scheduled elections whenever possible. In the absence of additional staffing, this single administrative change likely would provide the most relief to election administrators.
- Local governments should increase election official and staff pay to match their local government peers.
- State chief election officials, counties, and municipalities should all create recognition awards — especially in light of huge workloads under significant public pressure — to keep up morale. In the wake of the 2020 election, multiple government officials and local community leaders publicly honored state and local election officials for their service through proclamations and bipartisan statements of appreciation. These sentiments greatly improved election administrator morale and served as a reminder of these individuals’ important role in our democracy.

Harassment Policies and Materials Should Address Harassment by the Public

Retaining a diverse set of employees requires an inclusive workplace in which bias and harassment do not interfere with candidates’ ability to thrive and succeed. In light of the rise in harassment of election officials and election workers, including gendered and racist attacks, all election offices must address the problem of harassment by members of the public. Off-the-shelf policies and training materials do not always encompass this form of harassment, so election offices must tailor the policies and materials they use to address this particular barrier to a safe and inclusive workplace. County and municipal governments should assist in this effort and may need to update their policies and materials more generally in this regard, as public health officials and others in government have similarly faced increased harassment. Smaller jurisdictions may wish to join forces in collectively seeking out appropriate materials from county and municipal governments.

What Local Election Officials Should Do to Leverage Existing Professional Networks to Improve Job Quality
Professional networks, whether formal associations or informal peer-networking arrangements, provide election officials with peer camaraderie and support that can bolster them in their jobs, offer thought partnership, and help problem solve different work issues. Associations specifically are important to build up and should be leveraged to better benefit election officials, especially at the local level. Many election officials we spoke with agreed that these kinds of associations could more aggressively advocate on their behalf, including by lobbying for policies that will help them do their jobs.

State Associations Should Hire Staff to Represent Election Officials’ Interests
Every state already has an association that represents local election officials, though how these organizations are funded and whether they have staff varies.\(^{170}\) We recommend that election official associations without paid staff find ways to fund new hires.

With paid staff, associations can organize trainings, foster networking opportunities, coordinate pooled resources, help amplify election officials’ voices when legislatures are contemplating new policy, and influence the public dialogue about the elections process through proactive communications work. For example, during the 2020 election, the California Association of Clerks and Election Officials helped educate counties with limited vote-by-mail experience by leaning on the experience of the 15 counties that had already implemented the state’s Voter’s Choice Act, which relies heavily on vote-by-mail. Associations can also counter misinformation, bad legislation, or adverse litigation. Associations — which represent the entirety of a particular community of election officials — provide a credible source to support and publicly vouch for the integrity and good work of specific election officials who may be unfairly targeted by portions of the public.

With Additional Capacity, State Associations Representing Local Election Officials Should Proactively Participate in the Development of State Policy
State associations representing local election officials can and should help election officials provide input and feedback when policy is being considered so that policymakers have the benefit of real-world expert information about implementation issues. Associations can pursue this level of involvement, which has not been the norm for associations without hired staff, by organizing and through communications strategies. For example, the Colorado County Clerks Association successfully moved the state legislature toward the adoption of mail ballots and vote centers — two reforms supported by local election officials.\(^{171}\) Relatedly, the same organization develops and contributes fiscal impact information for every election bill that the legislature considers. For major impact bills, it regularly surveys its members to develop fiscal notes; the costs identified in the association’s fiscal notes have a significant influence on election-related bills’ likelihood of passage.\(^{172}\)

Local Election Officials Should Advocate for National Policy
Beyond state-specific associations, local election officials should leverage numerous other associations to influence public policy: the National Association of Counties (which has an elections subcommittee), the Election Center (which has a legislative subcommittee), and the International Association of Government Officials (which has an election officials division and a legislative subcommittee).\(^{173}\) At the national level, local election officials currently lack a meaningful federally coordinated voice. The Election Center, which is the national organization representing local election officials, recently renewed its legislative committee and therefore may give local election officials an amplified voice on federal policy.

What State and Local Election Officials Should Do to Diversify the Field
To broaden the field of election officials and staff, the most immediate needs are to recruit new people into the field of election administration and to build a pipeline of future election officials. Outreach should specifically target young people and communities of color, and election officials should partner with initiatives already focused on nationwide poll worker recruitment. In implementing each of these priority recruitment categories, states and local jurisdictions should beware of two potential challenges. For one thing, in some local jurisdictions, local election officials do not have direct hiring authority; rather, there are gatekeepers (such as counties and political parties) who oversee hiring. For example, in California, some counties hire election staff rather than the local election official who will oversee them.\(^{174}\) The other potential hurdle is that some individuals may interpret the 2020 election as a signal that election officials can and should use their positions to favor certain political parties or candidates — something no current election official (or the public) should want. Election officials will have to navigate both of these challenges as they work to replenish the field.

State Election Offices Should Use Internships, Fellowships, and Community Colleges and Universities to Expand the Talent Pool, Especially Among Communities of Color
State election offices can use student and young adult outreach to diversify the future pool of election administrators. Providing opportunities to work in and learn
about elections helps with immediate staffing shortages and expands the number of candidates with skill and knowledge for future jobs as election officials.

In 2020, Arizona piloted both a fellowship program and an internship program aligned with these goals, each of which is worthy of emulation by other states. For immediate staffing and longer-term needs, the Arizona secretary of state’s office instituted a fellowship program called Democracy Corps, through which it hired three yearlong fellows to support the increased demands of election administration during the 2020 general election year. The program targeted college and graduate students, recent graduates, and interested community members. Two of the three fellows accepted permanent positions with the office. Indeed, the program worked so well in terms of staffing and recruitment that the state hopes to launch an expanded pilot program and then export it to states around the country.

In addition, Arizona’s eight-week summer Initiative Internship Program staffed the secretary of state’s office with more than 50 interns who provided needed short-term assistance processing initiative petitions (which are often challenged in litigation). The program, which targeted students interested in election administration as well as direct democracy, allowed for up-front training and gave participants an opportunity to debrief about the experience at the end. In its assessment of the program’s impact, the secretary’s office determined that it spent less money on the initiative process, finished processing the petitions earlier than the norm, and had a better-quality work product. It also inculcated more than 50 students with a deep appreciation of democracy.

State chief election officials nationwide — and, to the extent that they are able, local election officials — should replicate these programs. In implementing such internship and fellowship programs, election officials should look to partner with colleges and universities, many of whom have public service mandates and therefore an incentive to funnel students as participants, as well as local initiatives such as workforce development boards. Internship and fellowship programs could be incorporated into AmeriCorps’ offerings and be advertised as part of Service Year. Beyond just entry-level positions, fellowship programs specifically could also be used to train people for mid-level positions and management positions, where a capacity gap exists.

Notwithstanding the existence of many public administration programs, few local election officials have come to their jobs through college or university programs. Public administration programs at the community college and university levels should incorporate election administration coursework and internships into their programs to whet the appetites of younger people for a career in election administration. One model might be to incorporate election administration coursework into existing public administration programs. Another model might be to offer specific undergraduate or graduate certificates in election administration, as the University of Minnesota’s Hubert H. Humphrey School of Public Affairs and Auburn University each offer.

### Where Election Officials Are Elected or Appointed, Jurisdictions Should Work with Groups That Support Diverse Candidates

To improve representational diversity among local election officials chosen by voters or appointed by elected bodies (such as a county board of supervisors), relevant local jurisdictions should cooperate with nonpartisan groups that provide training, education, and resources for members of underrepresented groups considering a run for office or interested in appointments processes.

These nonpartisan groups — like the Campaign School at Yale University and Rutgers University’s Ready to Run programs — should create trainings and develop resources specifically for those looking to enter election administration, covering what the positions entail and steps that can be taken to set oneself up for success. Elected and appointed local election officials can collaborate with these groups to assist with the development of this content, and groups should consider making some general sessions open to the public for free.

### Election Officials Should Partner with Organizations That Recruit Poll Workers

As the front line on Election Day, poll workers are important election workers. They perform crucial functions, and by experiencing election administration firsthand, they become community ambassadors and a talent pool for full-time election administration jobs. In 2020, a collaboration of nonprofits and private sector companies called Power the Polls targeted young people and catalyzed more than 700,000 people to become poll workers for the first time. With “a budget of about $1,000,” an initiative called the Poll Hero Project recruited more than 37,000 young people to be poll workers using social media and academic networks. Election officials should partner with these organizations in their recruitment efforts and then encourage the new poll workers to continue in the role. When staff positions are available, local election officials should recruit from their population of new poll workers, leveraging their experience in election administration.

### Jurisdictions Should Conduct Office-Wide Diversity Self-Assessments

Identifying and removing barriers — particularly any locally unique barriers — to diversifying the profession requires self-assessments and periodic data collection to assess the effects of one’s efforts. Information on categories like race, disabilities, sexual orientation, and
gender identity, as well as how employees learned about their positions, can reveal where in the process barriers are having an impact, and accordingly, what diversity and inclusion initiatives to prioritize. For instance, data may reveal that those applying for employment in the elections office are not a diverse group. Or it may show that despite the applicants being diverse, they are not equally set up for success with the necessary experience or education. Local jurisdictions should then use this information to identify best practices for improving workplace diversity, such as implementing mentorship programs or conducting college student outreach at an earlier stage.

While smaller jurisdictions may lack the capacity to conduct a self-assessment annually, periodic, regular assessment along with continuous data collection with committed follow-up is key. Smaller jurisdictions might pool resources in these efforts and should request assistance and guidance from county or municipal governments in conducting these assessments. Data collection should be vetted with legal counsel so as to avoid running afoul of employment laws or labor agreements.
Conclusion

The year 2020 provided Americans with an extraordinary civics lesson on the importance of election officials to our democracy. In the face of a pandemic and a flood of disinformation about the election process and its integrity, these officials managed to run “the most secure election in American history,” with the highest turnout in more than 100 years.183

It is no accident that in 2021, as American democracy finds itself under assault,184 these officials are a prime target. If we are going to protect American democracy, we must protect them. This will require a whole-of-society approach that includes federal and state legislatures, prosecutors, law enforcement, and social media companies. Most importantly, those with the power to do something should consult closely with election officials and workers themselves. It is no exaggeration to say that the survival of our democracy depends on it.
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